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About This Game

The official FORMULA ONE™ game returns with new circuits, split-screen and co-op Championship modes plus all the cars
and stars from the 2011 season. Debut ahead of the drivers at India’s Buddh International Circuit, race the iconic Nürburgring
circuit for the first time in High Definition and take on Abu Dhabi with a spectacular new day night transition. Use KERS and

DRS to blast past rivals and race wheel-to-wheel against Lewis Hamilton, Fernando Alonso and Sebastian Vettel. Go from
Rookie to 2011 FIA FORMULA ONE DRIVERS’ WORLD CHAMPION in career mode, set your best lap in Time Attack or
test yourself online against 16 players plus 8 AI to simulate a full 24 car grid. Off track, become immersed in the world’s most

glamorous sport with enhanced media interaction, expanded Paddock, new Parc Ferme area and celebration animations. F1
2011™ - be the driver, live the life – go compete!

Key Features

The sequel to the BAFTA award winning 2millon+ seller F1 2010™

Go compete in split-screen, co-op Championships and online against 16 players plus 8 AI to simulate full 24 car grids

Features all the stars, cars and circuits from the 2011 FIA FORMULA ONE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP™

Debut ahead of the drivers at India’s Buddh circuit and take on the Nürburgring for the first time in High Definition in a
FORMULA ONE game
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Use KERS and DRS for new attack and defence options – blast past rivals and defend your line

Be the Drive, live the life – new Parc Ferme area, enhanced media interactions, new celebrations and more immerse you
in the world’s most exciting sport.

Race wheel-to-wheel with stars like Sebastian Vettel, Lewis Hamilton and Fernando Alonso

Go from Rookie to 2011 FIA FORMULA ONE DRIVERS’ WORLD CHAMPION in career mode or take on quick fire
modes including Time Attack.

Features new Pirelli tires, flashback and new authentic engine damage
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Title: F1 2011
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Codemasters Birmingham
Publisher:
Codemasters
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.4Ghz or AMD Athlon X2 5400+

Memory: 2GB Ram

Graphics: GeForce 7800/Radeon X1800 or higher

DirectX®: DirectX 9.0c

Hard Drive:12.5 GB HD space

Sound: DirectX Compatible Soundcard or onboard audio

Other Requirements: Online play requires log-in to Games For Windows - Live. Click here for a list of countries/regions with
service.
Network Requirements:

Broadband internet connection required (512kbps+ recommended)

TCP/IP Network
Supported Graphics Cards:

ATI Radeon x1800, x1900, x1950, HD2400, HD2600, HD2900, HD3XXX Series, HD4XXX Series, HD5XXX Series,
HD6XXX Series

NVIDIA Geforce 7800, 7900, 7950, 7950Gx2, 8400, 8600, 8800, 9600, 9800, 9800Gx2, GeForce 210, GT220, GTS250,
GTX2XX Series, GTX4XX Series, GTX5XX Series

Not compatible with all integrated sound/graphics solutions (inc. laptops).

English,German,French,Italian
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Used this software a lot to record my gameplay, then upload it to youtube. This is better than Frap because it uses multiple cores
on the processor.. It's too short & easy. Also some of the puzzles might blind you with the colors. I like maze puzzles but I would
buy this game as cheap as possible. I would say about 30 minutes or less of content. It's an easy 100% completion though so I
recommend it if that's what you are looking for.. [Short Review] The game is exactly what it looks like; a retro platformer with
retro graphics (look at the screeshots) and retro soundtrack. The game itself is very solid and physics are well built but what
really makes this game worth to be in your library is how challenging it is; just like those old school platformers where you may
die once and once again and then get a ragequit (5 minutes break) and then come back to try it again.

Pros:
-It's a real challenge.
-Nice retro graphics.
-You touch a spike, you lose the oxygen and then you die lol.
-It's cheap.

Cons:
-Forget about it if you have no patience.
-Enjoyable for old platformers lovers, other public may find it boring.

Recommended (8\/10). Never before has the horror tag been so relevent to a game.. New platformer classic is born! This game
is an addicting as it gets. Controls are solid and difficulty is right in the ball park, wanting to try once more. Graphics are well
made pixel art and it works like a charm. And I love that the game has very cryptic and mysterious feeling. This game is a solid
oldschool platformer with a own twist. I can recommended this to anyone that likes old school platformers!. Do you like wild
bunny Racism and over the top people shouting slurs at you while kicking cars as a bunny who drags his butt all over?? Peak
video game development. Buy now. By day 743 i killed my family but i won...
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A classic premise that works so well translated for a modern audience. The gameplay is tough and therefore addictive, and
online scoreboards serve to make it more so! I can see it being a party favourite :D

The audio matches the gameplay brilliantly, though it'd be nice to see some additional music styles in future!. Love it. Best title
game for a game!. Good heist game, but PAYDAY 2 is better and it has better graphics.. before we get into this like many other
reviews i have been playing this when it was a browser game when i was around 10-12 when making accounts was free and then
another company bought the rights to the game and i lost all my progress i got like 4-5 skins then lost it coz of the stupid
verification steps and 12 year old me did not understand it and gave up it was fun while it lasted, anyway i bought on steam and i
was like this should be a good one, i was correct it was a good game but i wasn't having as much fun as i thought i would have so
i refunded but if you're like 10 or so and dont like fortnite but want some cartoon type FPS game like 12 year old me then this
game is perfect 10\/10
if you're a teen and like real FPS better off getting a gaming PC and getting Battlefield and COD.. Out of the pass: "I'm going to
complete it 100%." 2 weeks later: "Add $30 on Steam."
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